Conservation and Documentation of a Significant Camden
Battlefield Collection
By James Legg

In the August 2010 issue of Legacy, I
published an article entitled, The Camden
Battlefield, 1996-2010: A Short History of a
Long Project. That article summarized a
15-year effort to preserve and interpret the
battlefield where the American southern
army was destroyed by the British on
August 16, 1780. Nearly 11 years later,
the process continues. The preserved
property now totals 773 acres, including
the entire core battlefield, all of it under
the management of Historic Camden
Foundation. A new interpretation and
tour trail system is currently under
preparation by the South Carolina
Battleground Preservation Trust. Our own
archaeological research has continued
intermittently, including a concerted effort
during the SCIAA COVID shutdown last
Spring 2020, and an additional season in
Spring 2021. I will have some interesting
news on that front in an upcoming issue of
Legacy.

The original Camden archaeological
effort from 2001 to 2009 included a
survey of private collectors who had
removed artifacts from the battlefield
prior to the site coming under protection.
From the mid-1970s (and probably
much earlier) through the late 1990s,
the Camden Battlefield was subjected
to intensive metal detecting by dozens
of individuals, known and unknown.
The entire battlefield was thoroughly
collected, and the great majority of battle
artifacts on the site disappeared. This
meant that a painstaking, long-term
metal detecting effort on our part was
required to recover and map enough
artifacts to place the events of the battle
on the present landscape. It also meant
that nearly all of our artifacts were smaller
than about 20 millimeters, and nearly all
were lead musket balls and buckshot. My
collector survey was a pragmatic effort
to complement our limited data with

Figure 1: A selection of iron and copper alloy shoe buckles found on the Camden Battlefield by
“Collector #3.” (Photo by Tim Pieper)
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information from those who preceded us. I
eventually interviewed 14 collectors, about
half of them with substantial Camden
collections. Happily, the information they
provided fit well with our developing
interpretation that was based on the
primary historical sources and our
own metal detecting. The collectors
also provided information about some
important peripheral loci that were not
otherwise known.
The other major benefit of the
collector survey was a much-improved
understanding of the material culture
employed by the two armies in August
1780. With our own archaeological
collection largely confined to ammunition,
the artifacts retained in private collections
provided a much better notion of what was
originally left on the site after the battle.
This was mostly a function of artifact size,
given that larger artifacts are easier to
detect, so those items were missing by the
time we began our work. Of course, the
improved assemblage is also a function of
raw numbers, as larger quantities of even
small artifacts will tend to include more
varieties of objects.
The largest single Camden collection
was apparently that of a gentleman I will
call “Collector #3,” as he was designated
in our 2005 and 2009 reports. I walked
the battlefield with Collector #3, and he
provided me with a partial catalog of
his collection, excluding ammunition,
with numbers corresponding to plots
on a detailed sketch map. He provided
another map showing the approximate
distribution of ammunition, as well as a
short article quantifying and discussing
his very large ammunition collection
(which is apparently now lost). While
his information was obviously valuable
and unique, I was never able to actually
examine the “#3” collection, and I obtained
no photos. I later learned that the collector
had sold his Camden artifacts to a militaria
dealer, and I concluded that it was lost to
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of each item as its conservation was
complete. We now have a permanent
record of most of the Camden collection
amassed by “Collector #3” many years
ago.
Please note that relic collecting is now strictly
prohibited on the Camden Battlefield, and
the guardians of the property have expressed
their intention to press charges against any
violators.

Further Reading

Figure 2: Some of the British Land Pattern Musket parts recovered by “Collector #3.” Parts from
French muskets used by Ameican forces are equally abundant in the collection. (Photo by Tim
Pieper)

the ages. In fact, the bulk of the collection
other than the ammunition was purchased
by a local ally of historic preservation who
was loath to see the collection dispersed.
He eventually sold the collection to Tim
Lord, a like-minded Camden historian and
friend of SCIAA. Tim recently made me
aware of the rescue of the “#3” collection.
Meanwhile, I became involved in an
effort to locate Battle of Camden artifacts
that might be loaned for exhibit in the
new Camden Revolutionary War Visitors
Center, which will open soon adjacent to
the Historic Camden complex. Tim agreed
to cover the exhibit requirement with a
selection of his Camden material, and he
also agreed to loan me the entire collection
in the interim so that I could analyze and
photograph it all for the record.
The collection needed some work.
While the dry, sandy soil of the Camden
battlefield is relatively kind to buried
metal artifacts, the “#3” artifacts had
problems. Most obviously the many iron
artifacts were not stable and showed
signs of continuing deterioration.
With a few exceptions, the iron objects
appeared to have been mechanically
(and incompletely) cleaned by brushing
and grinding and were then coated with
some sort of polymer sealant and painted
black. In the interests of the long-term
preservation of the artifacts, not to mention
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the quality of the record photographs, I
undertook the conservation of the entire
collection. I began the task in December
2020 and completed the last items in
May 2021, altogether 39 iron artifacts and
dozens of non-ferrous objects. Meanwhile,
SCIAA lab employee, Tim Pieper kept
up with shooting multiple formal photos
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Figure 3: Miscellaneous Camden artifacts from the “#3” collection. Top, mess fork; Second row,
(left to right) British bayonet scabbard frog clip, American bayonet scabbard tip, cartridge box
shoulder belt buckles (2), iron harness buckle, brass harness buckle; Third row, (left to right)
sword scabbard throat, musket cleaning worm, knee buckle frame, iron canister (case shot) balls
(2); Bottom, bayonet blade fragment. (Photo by Tim Pieper))
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Figure 4: SCIAA technician Tim Pieper
photographing a shoe buckle from the “#3”
collection. (Photo by James Legg)
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Figure 5: A view of the Camden Battlefield in 2021. (Photo by James Legg)

Figure 6: Pewter uniform buttons from the Camden Battlefield, recovered by “Collector #3.” (Left to right) “USA” Continental Army, British 33rd Regiment
of Foot, British 71st Regiment of Foot (Fraser’s Highlanders). Unfortunately, pewter is an inherently unstable alloy in most soils, including that of the
Camden Battlefield, typically resulting in very poor preservation. (Photos by Tim Pieper)
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